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Abstract

Critical programming concepts such as recursion and inheritance are often difficult to grasp for beginners. As a result, students perform poorly in introductory programming courses and the attrition rate has become a severe nationwide problem. Surveys reveal that many students are unable to comprehend “what is happening to their program in the memory” and “each instruction is executed in the state created by the previous instructions”. To help students understand the essence of programming, revamping the teaching materials to effectively deliver the knowledge becomes essential.

This paper presents a work that is currently conducted at the Computer Science Department of ABC University, which, through pilot testing, showed to be efficient in increasing student engagement and supporting teachers’ instructional needs. The key strategy is to use new courseware to enhance student learning. Developed by applying Flash and animation technologies, the new courseware and programming learning modules can: (1) make programming interesting while retaining the underlying contents; (2) visualize programming logic and memory change; make abstract and intricate concepts “visible” and “touchable”, and thereby, easy to understand; and (3) foster self-study, stimulate critical thinking, and improve students’ learning effectiveness outside class meetings. The goal is to ensure that computer majoring students, especially freshman and sophomores, can develop correct understanding of programming concepts. To better organize the courseware, a training system is implemented to manage the learning modules and support online access. A summary of the programming topics, courses impacted, and samples of the designs of the learning modules are discussed.

Background

Programming serves as the foundation of computer system design and software engineering. No matter how the curriculum is updated, programming has always been attached the greatest importance in computer science education. However, the educational outcomes are disappointing. Studies indicated that there were severe deficiencies in the performance of students who had passed one or a few programming courses in computer programs. The problems originated from misconceptions on early studies. Poor understanding of basic programming concepts, procedures and processes leads to a poor basis for advanced courses. Another consequence is the high dropout rate on programming courses. Many students have to retake the courses several times before passing them, which leads to a huge waste of time and resources both for students and for institutions.

Students living in the digital age are visual and active learners. They prefer knowledge imparted through multiple ways of information representation such as interactive text, images, sound and video. For many of them, the primary trouble in programming concept comprehension is that when a program executes, it is essentially a “black box”. Most of the programming environments can only display limited running environment information, and students cannot see what is happening in the computing procedure. The only clues to logic errors come from output of the
program. It is difficult for novice programmers to trace the problems back to the sources. Therefore, how to effectively engage students and how to easily deliver the programming concepts become the key to address the issues.

In the past, numerous approaches have been proposed to improve programming teaching and various tools have been developed to augment programming environments\(^7,8,9,10,11\). Among these efforts, visualization proved to be effective in explaining critical concepts\(^12\). Our teaching experience also confirmed this. Meanwhile, it brings to our attention that programming environment augmentation tools only provide general enhanced platforms which can still be fussy to inexperience students. Not much work has been done on using memory visualization to explain specific programming concepts. Hence, we explore using Flash animations to develop new course materials for programming logic explanation, based on which renovated teaching schemes are investigated to enhance student learning.

**Goal and Objectives**

The overarching goal of this work is to create engaging programming learning modules using Flash and animation technologies, through which we can improve students’ performance in programming courses and make them better prepared for advanced computing courses.

The specific objectives of the work include:

1. Develop Flash animation learning modules to enrich the teaching resources in programming courses; make programming attractive while still retaining the underlying contents
2. Improve the delivery of laboratories and lectures, make abstract and non-intuitive programming concepts “visible”, “touchable”, and thereby, easy to understand
3. Increase students’ passing rate in programming courses
4. Foster students’ interest and promote active learning inside and outside class meetings.

To achieve the goal and objectives, we designed and developed a learning module management system to manage the learning modules and schedule teaching and training activities. The project consists of state-of-the-art technologies that simplify the process of complicated concepts delivery and facilitate teaching innovation.

**Flash Animations and Learning Modules**

We adopted Adobe Flash professional to develop the animations for each learning module. Different from simple animations made by PowerPoint, Flash animations integrate much more sophisticated programming elements and are good at depicting complicated concepts. Plus, Adobe Flash is the de facto standard for online animations which can be easily embedded into web based systems. All learning modules and training questions are created based on the real examples from our lectures in programming courses. Generally, the modules can be categorized into two types. The first type is for tutoring and lecturing activities, and the second type is for practicing and training. Accordingly, each module consists of two components: (a) concepts explanation (type one) or problem description (type two); (b) interactive animation and instant comments/feedback. The first component is to review or present specific programming topics. The second one is to illustrate the concepts step by step. Audio can be integrated to emulate tutor
explanation. Students can interact with the animations to observe program running logic and dynamic memory change as if they were taking a tour inside the electronic computing procedure. Based on course levels, we categorized the modules for Computer Science I, Computer Science II, Data Structures (DS), and Programming Languages (PL). A list of the topics and associated courses is shown in Table 1. Many modules can be used in multiple courses.

Table 1. List of learning modules and associated courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Targeted Courses</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Targeted Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control &amp; Loop</td>
<td>CS I</td>
<td>Variable, Scope, &amp; Binding</td>
<td>CS I, CS II &amp; PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>CS I &amp; II</td>
<td>Reference &amp; Pointer</td>
<td>CS II, DS &amp; PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursion</td>
<td>CS II, DS &amp; PL</td>
<td>Parameter Mode</td>
<td>CS II &amp; PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrays &amp; String</td>
<td>CS I, CS II &amp; DS</td>
<td>Inheritance &amp;</td>
<td>CS II &amp; PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked List</td>
<td>CS II &amp; DS</td>
<td>ADT, Stack, &amp; Queue</td>
<td>CS II, DS &amp; PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class &amp; Object</td>
<td>CS II &amp; PL</td>
<td>Data Type &amp; Storage</td>
<td>CS I, CS II, DS &amp;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Samples of Learning Modules

Four learning modules and the scenarios on how we use them to explain recursion, linked list, parameter passing, and reference binding schemes are described respectively as follows:

Scenario 1: recursion and variables life scope. Recursive functions are the key for many algorithms, but the variable allocation/deallocation and stack memory change in recursion are not easy to trace. Thus, we clarify them with a C++ exercise in which students are asked to analyze the program logic and determine the output result, as depicted in Figure 1.

```
int A=5;  
int Fun(int &B) {  
    if (A>B) {  
        A--; B++;  
        return A + Fun(B);  
    } else 
        return A;  
} 

int main() {  
    int B, C;  B=2;  
    int &D=B;  
    C = Fun(B);  
    cout << A << B << C << D << endl;  
    return 0;  
}
```

To calculate the values of variable A, B, C, and D in main function, first we need to investigate their life scopes: A is not defined within the function block, thus it refers to the global variable; B and C are locally declared and their life scope is from declaration to the end of the function block; D is a reference of B, so their values are always same. Second, we need to check the variables defined in the recursion function: only a reference B is defined in the parameter list; A in Fun function refers to the global variable; B is local, but its value changes with the all variables associated with this reference. Finally, each recursive call of Fun will create a copy of the function in memory together with its own local variables/references; tracing down to the calls and returned values will bring the answer out of the mist.
Figure 2. Stack and variable life scope visualization in recursion

To help students understand the knowledge points, we designed a Flash animation to visualize the function call and return procedure. Being a tutoring type learning material, the module is divided into eight steps. Each step shows the change of current memory and highlights variable values along with the statement execution. Colored texts and drawings are used to emphasize what is happening in memory. Sub-steps are designed for key concepts to zoom in the details. The animation allows students to interact with the play. By clicking different step buttons, students can navigate through the module, repetitively watch the animation, and read the tutoring notes. The snapshots of the module are depicted in Figure 1 and 2.

**Topic:** Which of following operations will insert a node after the second of the double linked list?

**Choices:**

A. temp→right→left = add;
   add→right = temp→right;
   add→left = temp;
   temp→right = add;

B. temp→right = add;
   temp→right→left = add;
   add→right = temp→right;
   add→left = temp;

C. add→right = temp→right;
   add→left = temp;
   temp→right = add→right;
   temp→left = add;

D. add→right = temp→right;
   add→left = temp→left;
   temp→right = add→right;
   temp→left = add;

---

**Sample Student Solution:** (A), two steps of the relevant animation are shown to the right

Figure 3. An example of animated training of double linked list
Scenario 2: A partial completed program is provided for double linked list node insertion. Given four candidate code blocks, please find the correct one that can insert the node as instructed. Technically, the problem can be solved by analyzing the relationship among the current node, preceding node, and the following node. Due to the special property of linked lists, the adjustment order of the pointers and variable values must be carefully considered.

Hence, we designed a *practicing type* learning module in which four different animations are created for the four choices. Each animation simulates the step-by-step execution of the four statements in that code block. Once a student makes a choice, the related animation for that code block will be played. The student can then observe how the memory and variables are modified along with the execution of the code. The student will also be prompted whether the selection is correct or not. Similarly, by clicking different step numbers, the animation allows the student to repetitively watch how the program will affect the node connection in the linked list. Different from *tutoring type* modules, practicing learning modules do not display tutoring notes. Some snapshots of the module are depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Flash animation for parameter passing strategies

Scenario 3: Given a program, what is its output based on different parameter passing schemes? Parameter passing schemes determine the relationship between variables. In this *tutoring* case, we first review the characteristics of four typical pasting strategies, namely, *pass-by-value*, *pass by reference*, *pass by value-result*, and *pass by name*. Then, for each strategy, we use an individual animation to show the difference on which variables are local, which is global, how the following calculation is affected, etc. Students can navigate through the steps to watch computing details and read highlighted tutoring notes (depicted in Figure 4). It should be noted that a salient advantage of our learning modules over normal programming augmentation tools is its independence of the language grammar. To explain concepts like this one, Instructors do not need to teach students a new language before moving to the knowledge point. Pseudo code will be enough for showing the programming logic. This is very useful for comprehensive programming language analysis course such as Programming Languages Pragmatics. To consolidate student learning, we also design practicing cases for students to exercise and double check the correctness of their understanding.
Scenario 4: Given a pseudo program, how different will the output be if the variables follow static binding or dynamic binding? Running environment reference is another vital concept. Different referencing schemes compare how variable life time and values are affected in various languages. It can deepen students’ understanding in programming logic. Again, we created Flash animations to demonstrate how the variable names and memory values are associated through the program running flow (depicted in Figure 5).

Compared to diagram drawing and traditional program analysis, our Flash based learning modules are interactive and self explainable. Each module functions like a short tutorial/training targeted at specific programming concepts. Through these modules, students can study programming as if they had a tutor by their side. They can verify whether their thinking is right or not and observe the correct way of programming. Therefore, we can improve students’ self-study efficiency outside classroom meetings. More importantly, the learning modules, once developed, can be easily adapted and reused for many terms.

Learning Module Management System

The authors at the Computer Science Department of ABC University initiated this work in spring 2011 to renovate the programming courses. The main purpose is to develop effective course materials and an entertaining learning environment. To better organize the animations and learning modules, a training management system is implemented to manage the questions and training activities. The system is web-based and developed with HTML, PHP, MySQL, and Adobe Flash. With this system, students can access the learning materials through the Internet. They can study by themselves at anytime and anywhere. Moreover, students do not need to install any software as long as their browsers are updated with the latest flash plug-in.

This Learning Module Management System (LM²S) was conceived in order to manage the modules and provide students with a training platform. It accommodates functions for three kinds of users: instructor, student, and administrator. The instructor and administrator interfaces are modeled after Content Management Systems (CMS) with links and forms used to complete the desired tasks: (a) An instructor can add, edit, and delete questions and learning modules; (b) An administrator can add, edit, and delete users, courses, and question types in the system; (c) The student interface is designed like an online testing system where different programming
concepts can be tried by students. Students can interact with the animation as if they were discussing a problem with a professor. Students can see their scores once a training module is completed. Other functionalities like class stats generation are also being integrated into the system. Some snapshots of the system and training activity are depicted in Figure 6 and 7.

![Figure 6. Snapshots of a student taking a training of two interactive questions](image1)

![Figure 7. Snapshots of an instructor editing learning modules and course information](image2)

**Ongoing Project at PVAMU and Implementation**

Our system and learning modules have unique features that other courseware does not have. Through pilot testing of several learning modules among students, we have seen very positive results. Many students felt excited about these materials and they thought the modules could help them learn programming concepts accurately. It truly encouraged us to put more efforts along this direction. We are now following three steps to achieve the goals and objectives:

**Phase 1:** Investigate critical programming concepts and student problems in understanding, develop Flash animations and learning modules for programming courses like CS I, CS II, Data Structures, and Programming Languages; test the courseware in targeted courses. Based on the student’ feedback, we will refine the modules and animations. Currently, we have designed more than 20 study cases and animations and we are adding more examples to our database.
**Phase 2:** Implement the proposed learning module management system, design the web interface, develop the functions for different users, and test the system in targeted courses. To fully utilize the modules and engage students in class activities, we also plan to revamp the teaching plan. More interactive exercises and quizzes will be defined in formats that can stimulate students’ interests and assist collaboration (e.g. Jeopardy Game). Furthermore, we are incorporating advanced testing functions to the system. We anticipate that in the long run, the system can serve as a truly comprehensive online training/testing platform.

**Phase 3:** System expansion, evaluation, and outreach. At this stage, we will broadly adopt more computing topics and develop related learning and training modules to reinforce computer science education. Discovery and results will be presented at the college and university levels.

We plan to conduct systematic formative and summative evaluation during the proceedings of the work. We will collect and compare course assessment data before and after applying the educational innovation to see the differences in teaching effectiveness. We will also administer student survey for subjective feedback on each targeted course to see the improvement in student learning and class engagement.

**Conclusions**

To summarize this ongoing project, we are developing new programming learning modules using Flash animation technologies to address the learning problems students encountered in programming courses. With these learning modules, abstract and difficult programming concepts can be well explained using visualizations. It makes the teaching of programming concepts attractive and easy to understand. A phased implementation plan is followed to ensure the attainment of the goals. Upon the completion of the project, we expect to have the following outcomes: (1) the developed courseware is applied to a sequence of programming courses; (2) Students are more engaged in classroom interactivities and have better understanding in breadth and depth of the programming concepts; (3) Students’ motivation and passing rate in programming courses are increased.
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